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        Maseches Succah, Daf  לז – Daf לא 

 

Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas R’ Avrohom Abba ben R’ Dov HaKohen, A”H  
vl’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom Yehuda 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 31---לא--------------------------------------- 

• A Braisa says, R’ Eliezer says, a stolen succah, and a succah that is built on public property are passul. The 
Chachomim say it is valid. 

o R’ Nachman said, the machlokes is only where one forces an owner out of a succah and then uses that 
succah as his own. In that case R’ Eliezer says he is not yotzeh, because he holds that one is only yotzeh 
in a succah of his own. Therefore, whether he holds that land can be “stolen” (in which case it is a stolen 
succah) or whether he holds that land cannot be stolen (in which case it would be as if he is borrowing 
the succah), he will not be yotzeh the mitzvah of succah. The Rabanan say it is valid, because they say 
that land cannot be stolen. Therefore, it is as if this “thief” is sitting in a borrowed succah, which they 
hold is valid. However, R’ Eliezer and the Rabanan would agree, that in a case where one stole wood 
and built a succah with it, he is yotzeh his mitzvah, and he only needs to pay for the value of the wood 
that he stole.  

▪ This must be the machlokes, because the Braisa compares the case of a stolen succah to the 
case of one built on public property. Just like in this second case the case under discussion is 
where the land does not belong to him, the first case must be discussing the same set of 
circumstances.  

▪ A woman complained to R’ Nachman that the Reish Galusa’s succah was built with wood that 
was stolen from her, and she wanted it returned. R’ Nachman told her, she could only get the 
value of the wood returned, but could not force the return of the actual wood.  

▪ Ravina said, the Rabanan said that a stolen beam that is used in a succah need not be removed 
and returned, rather, the thief can simply pay the money for the beam (this was instituted to 
help one do teshuva, by not requiring him to dismantle his succah and make it more difficult to 
do teshuva). 

• Q: We already said he need not return the actual wood of the succah, so why would we 
think a beam is different? A: We may have said that a good beam is more difficult to 
find and purchase and he should therefore be required to return the actual beam. 
Ravina teaches that he need not do so.  

• This leniency only applies during Succos. Once Succos is over, he must dismantle the 
succah and return the beam. However, if he permanently installed the beam (e.g. with 
cement), even after Succos he need not return the actual beam.  

• A Braisa says, a dried out lulav is passul, but R’ Yehuda says it is valid.  
o Rava said, the machlokes is only regarding a dried out lulav. The Rabanan (the T”K) say that we compare 

lulav to esrog (regarding which the Torah says it must be “hadar”), and a lulav must also be hadar, and is 
therefore passul if it is dried out. R’ Yehuda says that we do not compare lulav to esrog, and therefore a 
dried out lulav is valid. However, all agree that an esrog must be hadar.  

▪ Q: In Our Mishna R’ Yehuda says that one must bind the lulav. Presumably this is so that it 
should be nice, and proves that R’ Yehuda requires hadar by lulav as well!? A: A Braisa explains 
that R’ Yehuda requires it because the Torah refers to the lulav as “kapos temarim”, from which 
he learns that the lulav must be closed, and if it is not, it must be tied together. 

▪ Q: A Mishna says that R’ Yehuda says the lulav may only be bound with a ring made of the lulav 
itself. Presumably this is to make it nice, and we see that he requires hadar for the lulav as 
well!? A: Rava explained that R’ Yehuda holds that the binding of the lulav is part of the 
mitzvah. The reason it must be made of the lulav itself is so that the mitzvah of binding not be 
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done with a new species (that is not part of the 4 needed for the mitzvah). It has nothing to do 
with hadar.  

▪ Q: A Braisa says that a dried out lulav and esrog may not be used, and R’ Yehuda says that it 
may be used. We see that he doesn’t even require hadar for the esrog!? A: R’ Yehuda was only 
referring to the lulav, not the esrog. 

• Q: The Braisa said that just as one may not use less than the 4 species, one may also not 
use more than the four. That seems obvious!? A: We would think that since R’ Yehuda 
says that binding is necessary, if one brings a fifth species and doesn’t bind it to the 
other four it should not be a problem. The Braisa teaches that that case is still a 
problem.  

• Q: The Braisa says, if one doesn’t have an esrog, he should not use another fruit in its 
place. That seems obvious!? A: We would think that one should use another fruit so that 
people should not forget that a fruit is needed. The Braisa teaches that this should not 
be done, because people may come to think that any fruit may be used.  

▪ Q: A Braisa says that R’ Yehuda says that an old, dried out esrog is valid!? A: TEYUFTA of Rava. 

• Q: A Mishna says that R’ Yehuda says that a green esrog is passul. Presumably this is 
because he requires an esrog to be hadar!? A: He says it is passul because a green esrog 
is not fully ripe yet, not because he holds that it needs to be hadar.  

• Q: R’ Yehuda says that an esrog must be the larger size of an egg. Presumably this is 
because he requires an esrog to be hadar!? A: He says it is passul if it is smaller, because 
it is not fully ripe yet, not because he holds that it needs to be hadar. 

• Q: R’ Yehuda says that an esrog must not be too large (one must be able to hold two of 
them in one hand). Presumably this is because he requires an esrog to be hadar!? A: He 
says it must not be larger than that, so that if one needs to maneuver the esrog into his 
left hand and the lulav into his right hand, he will not drop the esrog and cause it to 
become passul. 

• Q: According to R’ Yehuda, why does the pasuk say “hadar” altogether? A: It teaches 
that the esrog is a fruit that stays on its tree from year to year. 

SHEL ASHEIRAH V’SHEL IHR HANIDACHAS 

• Q: Rava said that a lulav used for avodah zarah is valid b’dieved!? A: The Mishna is discussing an asheirah from 
the times of Moshe Rabbeinu, which must be burned. Therefore, it is as if it is burned and it lacks the minimum 
size necessary for a lulav. 

NIKTAM ROSHO 

• R’ Huna said, it is only passul if the top is cut off. However, if the top is only split, it remains valid.  
o Q: A Braisa says that a lulav that is split is passul!? A: R’ Pappa said, the Braisa is discussing where the 

lulav is split so severely that it is shaped like the letter “Y”. 
o The Braisa said that if a lulav is bent like a sickle, it is passul. Rava said, that is only if it is bent to the 

front (away from the spine). However, if it is bent towards the spine it remains valid, because that is its 
normal way of growing. R’ Nachman said, if it is bent to one of the sides it is passul. Others say that it is 
valid.  

o Rava said, a lulav that has leaves on only one side of the spine, is passul. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 32---לב--------------------------------------- 
NIFRITZU ALAV… 

• R’ Pappa said, “nifritzu” means the leaves are totally torn off the spine and then tied back together, like a 
broom. “Nifridu” means that the leaves are spread apart, but still attached to the spine.  

• Q: R’ Pappa asked, what is the halacha if the middle leaf of the lulav became split in two? A: We can answer this 
from a teaching of R’ Yochanan in the name of R’ Yehoshua ben Levi, who said that if the middle leaf is 
removed, the lulav is passul. Presumably the same would apply if the leaf was split as well. 
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o Q: It may be that it is worse when it is totally removed, because the lulav would then be a “chaseir” 
(missing a part). 

o Other say that R’ Yochanan in the name of R’ Yehoshua ben Levi said, if the middle leaf splits, it is 
treated as if it has been removed, and is therefore passul.  

R’ YEHUDA OMER 

• A Braisa says, R’ Yehuda said in the name of R’ Tarfon, the pasuk refers to the lulav as “kapos temarim”. The 
word “kapos” can be read to mean “tied up”. This teaches that the lulav should be bound so that it is not spread 
apart.  

• Q: Ravina asked R’ Ashi, how do we know that the pasuk which says “kapos temarim” refers to the moist lulav? 
Maybe it means a hard, dried out lulav!? A: The pasuk teaches that it must be at least fit to be tied together, and 
this hard one cannot be tied (it is not flexible at all).  

o Q: Maybe the pasuk means that a piece of the tree trunk should be taken (it has no branches and should 
surely fit the bill as being “kafus”)? A: The pasuk seems to suggest that there needs to be the ability for 
this species to separate, and the trunk will never do so. 

o Q: Maybe the pasuk refers to a lulav that has begun to harden but is still somewhat flexible? A: Abaye 
said, the pasuk says “deracheha darchei noam…”. The Torah would not command us to hold something 
that is so prickly and thorny.  

o Q: Rava Tosfa’ah asked Ravina, maybe the pasuk refers to 2 bunches of dates (kapos temarim)? A: The 
word is written as “kapas”, which refers to one, not two. 

▪ Q: Maybe it refers to one bunch of dates? A: That is not called a “kapas”, it is called a “kaf”. 
TZINEI HAR HABARZEL KESHEIRAH 

• Abaye said, such a sparsely leaved lulav is only valid if the tops of the lower leaves at least reach the bottom of 
the upper leaves. If they don’t, it will be passul.  

o Others had Abaye as answering a contradiction between our Mishna which says they are valid and a 
Braisa which says they are passul. Abaye explained, they are valid only if the lower leaves reach the 
higher leaves.  

o R’ Maryon in the name of R’ Yehoshua ben Levi said, these “Har Habarzel” palm trees are located in 
the valley of Ben Henom, and between them is one of the entrances to Gehinom.  

LULAV SHEYEISH BO SHLOSHAH TEFACHIM 

• R’ Yehuda in the name of Shmuel said, the hadassim and aravos must be 3 tefachim tall, and the lulav must be 
4 tefachim. R’ Parnach in the name of R’ Yochanan said, the spine of the lulav itself must be a tefach above the 
hadassim, which means that the lulav with all its leaves will have to be taller than that.  

o Q: Our Mishna said, a lulav that is 3 tefachim, so that it can be waived, is valid!? A: The Mishna means 
that if it is 3 tefachim, plus an amount needed to waive them (and each shita will say that amount is 
equal to what they say is the required height). 

o Q: A Braisa says that a lulav must be 4 tefachim tall!? A: R’ Yochanan would say, that means that the 
spine alone must be that tall.  

• The Braisa quoted above said that the hadassim and aravos must be 3 tefachim and the lulav must be four. R’ 
Tarfon said it is measured with an amah made up of 5 tefachim.  

o Q: Rava asked, we can’t even find good hadassim that are 3 tefachim, how can R’ Tarfon say that they 
need to be an amah of 5 tefachim!? A: R’ Dimi explained, R’ Tarfon meant that we take an amah of 6 
tefachim and split it into 5 parts. The hadassim must be equal to 3 of those parts (3.6 tefachim), and the 
lulav requires a height of one additional part (4.8 tefachim).  

▪ Q: Shmuel said above that the hadassim need only be 3 tefachim. However, elsewhere he 
paskens like R’ Tarfon, which according to R’ Dimi means they must be 3.6 tefachim tall!? A: 
When he said they must be 3 tefachim, he was using a round number, but in fact they must be 
3.6 tefachim. 

▪ Q: He would not round off a number in a way that it would result in a leniency!? A: Ravin 
explained, R’ Tarfon meant that we take a 5 tefach amah and split it into 6 parts. Three parts 
are needed for the height of the hadassim (2.5 tefachim) and an additional part is needed for 
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the lulav (3.33 tefachim). Now, when Shmuel rounded off the height requirement to 3 tefachim, 
he was rounding with a resulting chumra, which is typically done. 

 
MISHNA 

• A hadas that is stolen or is dried out is passul, A hadas from an asheirah tree or from an ihr hanidachas is also 
passul. A hadas whose top has been chopped off, whose leaves have been torn off, or whose berries outnumber 
its leaves, is passul. If one lessens the amount of berries on such a hadas, it becomes valid. However, one may 
not do so on Yom Tov.  

 
GEMARA 

• A Braisa says, the pasuk says “anaf eitz avos”, which teaches that this species must be one whose leaves cover 
the entire branch. From here we learn that we are to use the hadas.  

o Q: Maybe it refers to an olive branch? A: The species must be “avos” – it must appear to be braided, 
which an olive branch does not.  

o Q: Maybe it is the “dulva” branch? A: Its leaves do not completely cover the branch.  
o Q: Maybe it refers to the “hirduf” branch? A: Abaye said that the hirduf has pointy edges and the Torah 

would therefore not command us to hold it. Rava said, the pasuk says that Hashem loves truth and 
peace. The hirduf is a poisonous plant and therefore can’t be what Hashem would command us to use.  

• A Braisa says, the “anaf eitz avos” has leaves that appear braided and look like a chain, which is the hadas. R’ 
Eliezer ben Yaakov says, “anaf eitz avos” means that the wood of the tree and the fruit taste the same, which is 
the hadas. 

• A Braisa says, if the branch is “avos” it is valid. If not, it is passul. 
o R’ Yehuda explains, it is where there are 3 leaves growing out of each bud. R’ Kahana says, even if there 

are just 2, but a 3rd leaf overlaps it as well, it is valid.  
▪ R’ Acha the son of Rava would look for hadassim that had 2 leaves together and one 

overlapping, to show that the halacha follows R’ Kahana.  
▪ Mar bar Ameimar said to R’ Ashi, “My father would call such a hadas (with 2 together and one 

overlapping) “a wild hadas”. 

• A Braisa says, if most of the leaves fell off and a minority remained on the branch, it is valid, as long as it still 
appears to be braided.  

o Q: If the majority (which is 2 of 3) fell off, how can it still appear to be braided!? A: Abaye said, the 
Braisa is discussing a certain type of hadas (a “Mitzra’ah” hadas) that has 7 leaves from each bud, so that 
when the majority (4) fall of, there are still 3 remaining.  

▪ Abaye said, we can learn from here that such a hadas is valid to use. Even though it has an 
accompanying name, it is still valid to use.  

• A Braisa says, if most of the leaves of the hadassim dried up, but there are 3 hadassim branches, each having 3 
leaves that are still moist, it is valid.  

o R’ Chisda said, the moist leaves must be at the top of the branches. 
 

---------------------------------------Daf  33---לג--------------------------------------- 
NIKTAM ROSHO 

• Ulla bar Chinina said, if the top of the hadas was chopped off, but a berry grew in its place, it is valid.  
o Q: R’ Yirmiya asked, what is the halacha if the top was chopped off before Yom Tov and the berry grew 

on Yom Tov? Does the concept of “dichuy” (rejection) apply to mitzvos, and since this was passul at the 
start of Yom Tov it remains passul, or not? 

▪ Q: He should have been able to answer that from a Mishna which says that if the wind covered 
the blood of a chaya or a bird (whose blood must be covered for the mitzvah of kisuy hadam), 
and it then became uncovered, one must cover the blood again. The Gemara there asked, the 
blood should not have to be covered again, because when the blood was covered it had the 
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status of “rejecting” the mitzvah, and therefore should not need to be covered if it later became 
uncovered? R’ Pappa answered, that we don’t apply this concept of dichuy to mitzvos. R’ 
Yirmiya should have learned his answer from R’ Pappa!? A: He was unsure whether R’ Pappa 
actually held this way (and would say so for a leniency as well) or only held this way out of doubt 
(and would only hold this way when it resulted in a chumra). This question remains a TEIKU. 

▪ Q: Maybe the idea of whether we apply dichuy to mitzvos is a machlokes among Tanna’im. A 
Braisa says that if one pulled off the berries from the hadassim on Yom Tov, R’ Elazar ben 
Tzadok says the hadassim are passul, and the Rabanan say they are valid. Now, presumably all 
say that we learn the halachos of the 4 minim (lulav, esrog, haddasim and aravos) from succah, 
that they too must be “ta’aseh v’lo min he’asuy” (that the 4 minim must be valid at the time 
they are bound together, not first after they are bound together). Based on this, the Rabanan 
must hold that we don’t apply the concept of dichuy to mitzvos and R’ Elazar ben Tzadok must 
hold that we do!? A1: It may be that all hold that we do not apply dichuy to mitzvos. The 
machlokes may be whether we learn the 4 minim from succah, that the 4 minim must also be 
“ta’aseh v’lo min he’asuy”. A2: The machlokes may be whether or not the lulav, haddassim and 
aravos need to be bound together to be valid. R’ Elazar ben Tzadok holds that they must be 
bound, and also learns from succah that they must be “ta’aseh v’lo min he’asuy”. The Rabanan 
say that they need not be. 

▪ The Gemara learns from a Braisa, that even according to the Rabanan, who argue on R’ Yehuda, 
and hold that one need not bind the arba minim, they would still say there is a mitzvah to bind 
them under the concept of “zeh Keili v’anveihu” (to beautify the mitzvah).  

OY SHEHAYU ANAVAV MIRUBIN 

• R’ Chisda said in the name of Rav, the berries are only problematic when they are all in one place. However, if 
they are spread out in a few different places, the hadas will be valid.  

o Q: Rava asked, if it is spread out in 2 or 3 places it will make the hadas look like it has black dots, and 
should surely be passul!? A: R’ Chisda must have said that it is only passul if the berries are black. 
However, if the berries are green it will not be passul, because they are the same color as the hadas and 
are less noticeable.  

▪ R’ Pappa added, red berries have the status of black berries.  
IHM MI’ATAN KASHER 

• Q: When did he remove the berries? If he did it before the hadas was bound to the lulav, it is obvious that it will 
be valid! If he did it after it was bound, the hadas was passul as it was bound. If it is still valid, we should learn 
from here that we don’t apply dichuy to mitzvos!? A: He removed the berries after the hadas was bound to the 
lulav, but before Yom Tov. The binding before the onset of Yom Tov is only a preparatory act (the mitzvah begins 
when Yom Tov begins). Therefore, we would not say dichuy here, because that is only said when it was passul at 
the time that the mitzvah had begun.  

V’EIN MIMA’ATAN B’YOM TOV 

• Q: The Mishna suggests that if one went ahead and removed the berries on Yom Tov, it will be valid. Now, when 
did the berries become black (and thereby make the hadas passul)? If it happened before Yom Tov, that would 
mean that the hadas was passul at the onset of Yom Tov, and we should learn that we do not apply dichuy to 
mitzvos!? If the berries became black after the onset of Yom Tov, we should learn that if something is fit, and 
then became unfit, and then became fit again, that it remains valid and that we don’t say dichuy at least in that 
case!? A: It became black before Yom Tov. Therefore, we can learn that something that is passul at the onset of 
the mitzvah does not become dachuy forever. However, we cannot answer for the situation where something is 
fit, then unfit, and then fit again.  

• A Braisa says, one may not pick off the berries on Yom Tov. R’ Elazar the son of R’ Shimon says it may be done.  
o Q: He is “fixing” something on Yom Tov, so how can R’ Elazar allow that to be done!? A: He picks off the 

berries to eat them, and R’ Elazar holds like his father, that something done without intent is mutar (he 
is fixing the hadas without intent to do so).  
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▪ Q: Abaye and Rava both say that R’ Shimon would agree that when the unintended result is 
certain to happen, it is assur!? A: The person has other hadassim to use. Therefore, it is not 
considered as if he is fixing the hadas, because he has another one to use and therefore doesn’t 
need this one.  

• A Braisa says, if the binding became undone on Yom Tov, he should retie them by simply wrapping them 
together (no knot). 

o Q: Why can’t he make a bow? A: The Braisa follows R’ Yehuda who says that for purposes of Shabbos, 
tying a bow has the same status as tying a knot.  

▪ Q: R’ Yehuda says that the lulav must be tied with a knot in order to be yotzeh!? A: The Tanna of 
the Braisa holds like R’ Yehuda regarding the status of a bow, but does not hold like him 
regarding the binding of a lulav.  

 
MISHNA 

• An arava that is stolen or is dried out is passul. An arava from an asheirah tree or from an ihr hanidachas is also 
passul. An arava whose top has been chopped off, whose leaves have been torn off, or from a “tzaftzafa” (an 
aravah with round leaves), is passul. If its leaves are somewhat dried out, or if some of its leaves have fallen off, 
or an arava that grew in a field (not near a river), are valid. 

 
GEMARA 

• A Braisa says, the pasuk says “arvei nachal”. This teaches that that the arava should come from one that is 
grown near a river. Another interpretation is, that the arava should have long leaves, like a river.  

• A Braisa says, the pasuk says “arvei nachal”. How do we know that even an arava that grew in a field or in the 
mountains is valid? The pasuk says “arvei” in the plural form, to teach that all types are valid. Abba Shaul says, 
the plural form teaches that aravos are needed for the lulav, and aravos are needed for another mitzvah of 
using them to walk around the Mizbe’ach as well. 

o Q: How does the T”K learn this second mitzvah of Abba Shaul? A: He says it is a Halacha L’Moshe 
MiSinai. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 34---לד--------------------------------------- 

• A Braisa says, the pasuk says “arvei nachal”, which refers to aravos that grow by the river. This excludes the 
“tzaftzafa”, which are aravos that grow in the mountains.  

o R’ Zeira said, a pasuk teaches that the tzaftzafa is inferior and is not considered to be an aravah. The 
pasuk says, “He took that which grows by the waters (i.e. the aravah) and made it as a tzaftzafa”. We see 
that the tzaftzafa is different and inferior to the aravah. 

▪ Q: Abaye asked, maybe the pasuk is explaining that the thing that grows by the water is the 
tzaftzafa!? A: If that was true, the pasuk wouldn’t have said “and made it”. 

▪ R’ Avahu explains the pasuk to mean: Hashem says, I said that the Yidden should be like an 
aravah before me, but they made themselves as the tzaftzafa. 

• A Braisa says, the aravah has a red stem, long leaves, and a smooth edge. The tzaftzafa has a white stem, round 
leaves, and edges that are jagged like a sickle.  

o Q: A Braisa said that an aravah like a sickle is valid!? A: The Braisa is discussing the “chilfa gila”, which is 
a true aravah which happens to be jagged like a sickle. 

▪ Abaye said, we can learn from here that the chilfa gila is valid as an aravah. 

• Q: That is obvious!? A: We would think that it is passul because it has an accompanying 
name. Therefore, the pasuk says “arvei”, which teaches to include an aravah of any 
name.  

• R’ Chisda said, there are 3 things whose names changed when the Churban occurred: what used to be called a 
tzaftzafa is now called an aravah and visa-versa. The significance is regarding the mitzvah of arbah minim, 
because what used to be called an aravah is what must be used; what was a shofar is now called chatzotzros, 
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what was chatzotzros is now called a shofar. The difference is, that we must use what used to be called a shofar, 
for Rosh Hashana; what was a “pesorah” (big table) is now called a “pesorta” (what used to refer to a small 
table), and visa-versa. Difference is, for the standard use of the term in commerce. 

o Abaye added, the “huvlila” is now called the “bei kasi” (2 different parts of a kosher animal’s stomach) 
and visa-versa. Difference is, one of these makes the animal a treifah only if it is punctured through and 
through. The other makes an animal a treifah even if it is only punctured on one side. Therefore, one 
must know which is which. 

o Rava bar Yosef added, the place originally called “Bavel” is today called “Bursif” and visa-versa. The 
difference is for divorces – either because the people of Bavel were considered experts in gittin, so we 
must know where the original Bavel truly is, or to make sure that we write the proper, current city name 
on the “get”. 

 
MISHNA 

• R’ Yishmael says, one must take 3 hadassim, 2 aravos, one lulav, and one esrog. The hadassim are valid even if 
two have their tops chopped off and one is not chopped off. R’ Tarfon says, even if all 3 have chopped off tops, 
they are valid. R’ Akiva says, just like one only needs to take one lulav and one esrog, he also only needs to take 
one hadas and one aravah.  

 
GEMARA 

• A Braisa says, regarding esrog the pasuk says “pri”, which teaches that only one is needed, regarding lulav the 
pasuk says “kapas” which teaches that only one is needed, regarding hadassim the pasuk says “anaf eitz avos” 
each word teaching that a hadas is needed, for a total of 3 hadassim, and regarding aravos the pasuk says “arvei 
nachal”, written in the plural, which teaches that 2 aravos are needed. As long as one of the 3 hadassim are not 
chopped off at the top, that is sufficient. R’ Tarfon says, all 3 hadassim may be chopped off at the top. R’ Akiva 
says, just like one only needs to take one lulav and one esrog, he also only needs to take one hadas and one 
aravah. R’ Eliezer said, one would think that the esrog should be bound with the other species. To prevent this 
thought, the Torah does not connect the mention of esrog to the mention of lulav with the conjunctive “and”. 
The pasuk also teaches us that each of the minim are essential, because the pasuk says “u’likachtem” – which 
we darshen to mean, you should take a complete taking.  

o Q: According to R’ Yishmael, if he requires the hadassim to be complete, then all 3 should need to be 
complete. If he does not require that, then none of them should need to be complete!? A: Bira’a in the 
name of R’ Ami said, R’ Yishmael retracted his opinion and held that only one hadas is necessary. It was 
regarding that one hadas that he said it must be complete.  

o R’ Yehuda in the name of Shmuel said, the halacha follows R’ Tarfon.  
▪ Shmuel follows his opinion elsewhere, because he threatened the hadassim merchants that if 

they raise their prices unjustifiably, he will let all know that the halacha follows R’ Tarfon, which 
will have the result of driving prices down.  

 
MISHNA 

• An esrog that is stolen or dried out is passul. An esrog of an asheirah tree or of an ihr hanidachas is also passul. 
An esrog of orlah is passul. An esrog that is tamei terumah is passul. If an esrog is of tahor terumah, it should not 
be used, but is valid b’dieved. Regarding an esrog of demai, B”S say it is passul and B”H say it is valid. An esrog of 
ma’aser sheini in Yerushalayim should not be used, but is valid b’dieved.  

• If there are boils on the majority of the esrog, if its pitam was removed, if its peel was removed, if it was split, or 
if it has a hole with even a tiny piece missing, the esrog is passul. If there are boils on a minority of the esrog, if 
the “ukatz” (the bottom stem) was removed, or if it has a hole but nothing at all is missing, it is valid. 

• An esrog that comes from Kush (and is very dark) is passul. Regarding an esrog that is green like a leek, R’ Meir 
says it is valid, but R’ Yehuda says it is passul. 

• R’ Meir says an esrog must at least be the size of a walnut. R’ Yehuda says it must at least be the size of an egg.  
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• R’ Yehuda says the maximum size of an esrog is that one must be able to hold two of them in one hand. R’ Yose 
says, the maximum size of an esrog is such that one must be able to hold one esrog in both of his hands. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 35---לה--------------------------------------- 
GEMARA 

• A Braisa says, the pasuk says “pri eitz hadar”, which teaches that what is meant is the fruit of a tree whose 
branches taste like its fruit. From here we learn that it is an esrog that must be used. 

o Q: Maybe it refers to pepper (the spice), as R’ Meir says in a Braisa that its tree tastes like the pepper 
itself? A: The mitzvah can’t be done with pepper, because taking one kernel will not even be noticeable. 
Taking more than one kernel would not work because the pasuk says “pri”, meaning that only one 
should be taken. 

The Braisa continues, that Rebbi says, the pasuk should be read as saying “pri eitz hadir” – the fruit of a corral. 
This means to teach that just as in a corral there are animals of all sizes and qualities, this fruit must come from a 
tree that contains many sizes and qualities of the fruit.  

o Q: All fruit trees have different sized fruits on it!? A: The pasuk is referring to a tree that has the fruits of 
the old crop still on it when the new crop arrives, which is the esrog tree. 

The Braisa continues, R’ Avahu says, the pasuk should be read as saying “pri eitz hador”, which refers to a tree 
on which the fruit “remain” from one year to the next, which is the esrog tree. Ben Azzai says, the pasuk should 
be understood as if it said “idur”, meaning water, referring to a tree that needs more than just rainwater to 
survive, which is the esrog tree.  

SHEL ASHEIRAH V’SHEL IHR HANIDACHAS PASSUL 

• The reason it is passul is because since it must be burned, it is considered as if it even currently does not have 
the necessary shiur required for an esrog. 

SHEL ORLAH PASSUL 

• R’ Chiya bar Avin and R’ Assi argue as to the reason why the esrog is passul: one says it is passul because it is 
assur to be eaten (and therefore is not properly considered to be “lachem”), and the other says it is because it is 
not considered to be your money (and is therefore not “lachem). 

o Q: Our Mishna said, an esrog of tamei termuah is passul. Now, tamei terumah may not be eaten, but is 
mutar to have hana’ah from and is therefore considered to be his money. This is a proof to the view that 
the reason for the pessul is the issur to eat it!? A: All agree that the an esrog used for the mitzvah must 
be mutar to eat. The machlokes is whether there is an additional requirement necessitating that it be 
mutar to benefit from as well.  

▪ The difference between the shitos will be whether one can use an esrog of ma’aser sheini in 
Yerushalayim (which may be eaten) according to R’ Meir (who says that ma’aser sheini is 
considered to not belong to the one who made it ma’aser).  

▪ We can prove that R’ Assi is the one who says that one must be allowed to benefit from an 
esrog in order for it to be valid for the mitzvah, because R’ Assi says that an esrog of ma’aser 
sheini in Yerushalayim may not be used according to R’ Meir, but may be used according to 
Rabanan (who say that the esrog is considered to be belonging to the one who made it 
ma’aser). 

• The statement of R’ Assi quoted partially above, stated: R’ Assi said, according to R’ Meir, who says that ma’aser 
sheini is considered to belong to Hashem, an esrog of ma’aser sheini cannot be used to fulfill one’s obligation on 
Succos, matzah of ma’aser sheini cannot be used to fulfill one’s matzah obligation on Pesach, and dough made 
of ma’aser sheini would be patur from challah. According to the Rabanan, who say that ma’aser sheini is 
considered to belong to the person, an esrog of ma’aser sheini may be used, matzah of ma’aser sheini may be 
used, and dough of ma’aser sheini would be chayuv in challah.  

o Q: R’ Pappa asked, it is understandable why the dough would be patur according to R’ Meir, because 
the pasuk regarding challah says “arisoseichem” – your dough. The din regarding an esrog makes sense 
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as well, because the pasuk says “lachem” – yours. However, why can’t matzah of ma’aser be used!? A: 
Rabbah bar Shmuel said, there is a gezeirah shava from matzah to challah to teach that it must be 
“yours”. 

o Maybe we can bring a proof to R’ Assi, because a Braisa says that R’ Meir says dough of ma’aser sheini is 
not chayuv in challah and the Rabanan say that it is. 

▪ Q: This is a clear proof! Why say “maybe” this is a proof? A: The Gemara meant to say, maybe 
we can say that since the Braisa says they argue regarding a dough of ma’aser, they would 
similarly argue regarding an esrog and matzah of ma’aser. However, it is possible to say that the 
Braisa only says that R’ Meir would hold this way regarding dough, because the Torah says the 
word “arisoseichem” multiple times.  

SHEL TERUMAH TEMEI’AH PESSULA 

• This esrog would be passul, because it may not be eaten. 
V’SHEL TERUMAH TEHORAH LO YITOL 

• R’ Ami and R’ Assi argue as to the reason an esrog of terumah should not be used: one says because it will 
become wet from the lulav and thereby become “muchshar l’kabel tumah”, making it one step closer to making 
the terumah become tamei (which one may not do), and the other says because handling the esrog over the 
entire Yom Tov will make the esrog become spoiled, which one may not do to terumah. 

o The difference between the shitos is where one makes the esrog terumah besides the outside peel. The 
concern for making the whole esrog muchshar still applies, however the concern for spoilage does not 
(only the peel spoils from the handling).  

V’IHM NATAL KESHEIRAH 

• Such an esrog is valid, because it is mutar to be eaten, and is considered to be owned by the Kohen who has it.  
V’SHEL DEMAI 

• Q: One may not eat demai, so why does B”H say that an esrog of demai may be used? A: Since, if a person 
wants, he can make all his possessions hefker, and thereby become a poor person, in which case B”H say he may 
eat demai, it is therefore valid for him now as well.  

SHEL MA’ASER SHEINI SHE’B’YERUSHALAYIM 

• Such an esrog should not be used for the reasons given by the different opinions above (he makes it muchshar, 
or he spoils it). 

V’IHM NATAL KESHEIRAH 

• According to the opinion that an esrog must be mutar to eat, this esrog may be used according to all, because it 
is mutar to eat. According to the opinion that an esrog must be considered as belonging to the person, the 
Mishna follows the Rabanan who say that ma’aser sheini is considered to belong to the one who made it 
ma’aser.  

ALSAH CHAZAZIS 

• R’ Chisda said in the name of Rav, this is only a problem if the boils are on one area of the esrog. However, if 
they are spaced over a few areas, it would be valid.  

o Q: Rava asked, it is even worse if it is spread over a few areas, because the esrog is then spotted all 
over!? A: R’ Chisda’s statement was made regarding the next part of the Mishna that said that if the 
boils only cover a minority of the esrog, it is valid. On that, R’ Chisda said in the name of Rav, that is 
only if they are in one spot. However, if they are spread over a few areas, the esrog is passul. 

o Rava said, if there is even the slightest boil on the “nose” of the esrog (the place where the body of the 
esrog begins to slant towards its top), the esrog is passul. 

NITLAH PITMASO 

• R’ Yitzchak ben Elazar said, this refers to when the piece resembling a spice crusher is broken off. 
NIKLAF 

• Rava says, if an esrog’s outer layer is peeled, and the esrog then becomes a reddish color, it is still valid. 
o Q: Our Mishna said that a peeled esrog is passul!? A: When the entire esrog is peeled it is valid (because 

it is one uniform color). When only parts of the esrog are peeled, it is passul (because it looks like a 
spotted esrog). 
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---------------------------------------Daf  36---לו--------------------------------------- 
NISDAK NIKAV 

• Ulla bar Chanina taught, if the hole goes entirely through the esrog, it is passul even if the hole is of the smallest 
size, and even if the esrog is not missing any piece. If the hole does not go entirely through, the esrog will be 
passul if the hole is the size of an issar coin, even if the esrog is not missing any piece.  

• Q: Rava asked, what is the status of the esrog if it got some of the characteristics of a “treifa”? 
o Q: Regarding which characteristic is he asking? He can’t be asking where the outer peel of the esrog is 

taken off, or where the esrog had a split, or where the esrog had a hole, because those were already 
taught in the Mishna!? A: He was asking regarding the case discussed by Ulla in the name of R’ 
Yochanan, who says that if the flesh of the lungs have become liquid and can be spilled, but the outer 
lung remains intact, the animal is not considered to be a treifa. Rava explained, that if the inner tubes of 
the lungs are not intact, the animal is considered to be a treifa. Here, Rava was asking, if the inside of 
the esrog became a liquid, but the seed compartments remain intact, is it also not passul? Or do we say 
that a lung which is housed in a body can regenerate from such a condition, and therefore is not a treifa, 
but an esrog, which is exposed to the air cannot, and will therefore be passul? 

o A: A Braisa says, an esrog that is “tafuach” or “saruach” is passul. Presumably, “tafuach” means it is 
spoiled on the outside and “saruach” means it is spoiled on the inside, and we can learn from here that 
an esrog whose inside has dissolved is passul! 

▪ It may be that both terms refer to spoilage on the outside, but tafuach refers to where it 
became bloated from water without spoiling, and saruach refers to where it spoiled without 
becoming bloated. 

▪ The Braisa also said that a “Kushi” esrog (which is black) is passul.  

• Q: A Braisa says that it is valid!? A: Abaye said, the Braisa that says it is passul is 
discussing an esrog that grew elsewhere, but is black like a Kushi esrog. However, an 
esrog that is from Kush is valid even when black, because that is how they normally 
grow there. A: Rava said, in Bavel they are valid because it is commonplace to have such 
esrogim there. The Braisa that says they are passul is referring to Eretz Yisrael. They are 
not commonly seen there and are therefore passul.  

▪ The Braisa said, R’ Akiva says a “boser” esrog (an esrog the size of a bean) is passul, and the 
Chachomim say it is valid.  

• Rabbah said, R’ Akiva (who says a small esrog is not yet considered to be a fruit) and R’ 
Shimon share the same view, because R’ Shimon says that small esrogim are patur from 
ma’aser. 

o Q: Abaye asked, maybe R’ Akiva holds this way for purposes of Succos because 
it lacks “hadar”, but would argue with R’ Shimon regarding ma’aser!? And 
maybe R’ Shimon holds that way regarding ma’aser, because he learns from a 
pasuk that only a more developed fruit is chayuv in ma’aser, but he would agree 
with the Rabanan regarding the esrog on Succos!? 

▪ The Braisa said, if one grew an esrog in a mold so that it became shaped like some other 
creature, it is passul. 

• Rava said, that is only if the mold was shaped like another creation, but if the mold was 
the shape of an esrog, it will be valid.  

o Q: That is obvious! That is what the Braisa says!? A: Rava is teaching that even if 
it is made so that the esrog looks like is has boards or spokes, it is still valid. 

o An esrog that was bitten by a mouse is passul. Rav explains, because it is not “hadar”. 
▪ Q: R’ Chanina would take a bite from his esrog and then use it for the mitzvah. We see that is 

still called “hadar”!? R’ Chanina must have done this after the first day of Yom Tov, when an 
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esrog missing a piece is valid. However, we see that it is not a problem of hadar!? A: A mouse 
bite is disgusting and the esrog therefore loses its “hadar”. 

ESROG KATAN… 

• Rafram bar Pappa said, the same machlokes between R’ Meir and R’ Yehuda here, exists between them 
regarding the size of the stones one may bring into the bathroom on Shabbos to wipe himself with. A Braisa says 
one may bring in 3 stones: R’ Meir says they may be the size of walnuts and R’ Yehuda says they may be the size 
of eggs.  

U’BIGADOL K’DEI SHEYOCHAZ… 

• A Braisa said, R’ Yose said, it once happened that R’ Akiva carried his esrog over his shoulder because it was so 
large (which is a proof to R’ Yose). R’ Yehuda said, that is no proof, because the Rabanan told him, that is not a 
“hadar” esrog. 

 
MISHNA 

• R’ Yehuda says one may only bind the lulav with its “own kind”. R’ Meir says one may even use a linen string.  
o R’ Meir said, we even find that the people of Yerushalayim would bind their lulavim with golden strings. 

The Chachomim said to R’ Meir, these people would tie it with its own kind underneath the gold strings.  
 
GEMARA 

• Rava said, “its own kind” even includes the vines that grow around the palm tree and the bark from the tree. 

• Rava said, the reason for R’ Yehuda is because he holds that a lulav must be bound as part of the mitzvah, and if 
it is bound with another material, it would be considered as if there were 5 species being used for the mitzvah. 

• Rava said, we learn from a Braisa that the vines and the bark are considered to be “of its kind”. The Braisa says, 
R’ Meir says, the s’chach of the succah may be made of any material that grows from the ground and is not 
mekabel tumah. R’ Yehuda says only the arbah minim may be used for s’chach. Now, R’ Yehuda says in a Mishna 
that we may use “boards” for s’chach. This must be referring to the vines and the bark, because no other parts 
of the arbah minim can be considered to be boards. We see that these are considered to be “of its kind”. 

o Q: A Braisa says that R’ Yehuda allows boards of “erez” (cedar) to be used as s’chach!? A: The “erez” 
refers to hadassim, as we find that hadassim are at times referred to as “erez”. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf  37---לז--------------------------------------- 
R’ MEIR OMER AFILU B’MESHICHA… 

• A Braisa brings the conversation from the Mishna, that R’ Meir attempted to bring a proof from the gold strings 
used by the people of Yerushalayim to bind their lulavim. They said to R’ Meir, that is no proof because 
underneath the gold, the lulavim were bound with strings “of its kind”. 

• Rabbah told the people who would bind the lulavim by the Reish Galusa, to make sure to leave some of the lulav 
exposed below the binding so that the person holding the lulav will not have a separation between his hand and 
the lulav.  

o Rava said, anything meant to beautify the lulav does not act as a chatzitza (separation).  
o Similarly, Rabbah said that one should not take the lulav by holding it in a scarf, because it would not be 

considered a “complete taking”, which is required for the arbah minim. Rava said that would not be a 
problem.  

▪ Rava said, I can prove that it is not a problem, from the requirement to “take” the eizov grass 
for the process of sprinkling the water with the parah adumah ash on a tamei person. The 
Mishna says that if the grass is very short, one may tie a string to assist the Kohen to lower the 
grass into the water. We see that handling through the string is not a problem for the “taking” 
requirement. 

• Q: It may be that it is allowed there, because the string is actually attached to the grass, 
and is therefore treated differently than where the scarf is used to hold the lulav. 
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▪ Rava said, I can prove it from the fact that the Mishna says, if the parah adumah ashes were 
accidentally spilled into the water, instead of being placed there intentionally, it is passul. This 
suggests, that if he intentionally poured the ashes straight from the keili into the water it will be 
valid, even though he did not hold the ashes in his hand, and even though the pasuk says that 
the ashes must be “taken”. From here we see that taking through a medium is still considered to 
be “taking”. 

o Rabbah also said, one should not stick the lulav down into the bundle of aravos and hadassim, because 
that may cause some of the leaves to fall off and become a chatzitzah as they remain there, unattached. 
Rava said, it would not be a chatzitza, because something of like kind does not become a chatzitza.  

o Rabbah also said, if the lulav is too long, one should not cut off a piece from the bottom while it is 
bound with the other minim, because it may cause some of the leave to become detached and form a 
chatzitza. Rava said, it would not be a chatzitza, because something of like kind does not become a 
chatzitza.  

o Rabbah said, it is assur to smell the hadassim used for the mitzvah, but mutar to smell the esrog. The 
reason for this difference is that a hadas is meant to be smelled. Therefore, when it is designated to be 
used for a mitzvah, the smelling becomes assur. On the other hand, an esrog is meant to be eaten. 
When it becomes designated for the mitzvah, it is the eating that becomes assur, not the smelling.  

o Rabbah said, on Shabbos it is mutar to smell a hadas that is attached to the ground, but assur to smell 
an esrog that is attached to the ground. The reason for the difference is, the hadas is meant to be 
smelled, which is something that can be done while it is attached to the ground. Therefore there is no 
concern that he will detach it. The esrog is meant to be eaten. If we allow him to smell it, he may come 
to detach it to be able to use it for its primary purpose of eating it.  

o Rabbah said, the lulav should be held in the right hand and the esrog in the left. The reason for this is, 
because the lulav has 3 mitzvos (the lulav, hadassim, and aravos) and the esrog is only one. 

o Q: R’ Yirmiya asked R’ Zrika, why do we make the bracha “ahl netilas lulav” (and not “esrog”)? A: He 
answered, because it is the tallest of them all.  

▪ Q: He asked, why don’t we lift the esrog high and make the bracha on it? A: He answered, I 
meant that it grows higher up than all the other minim grow.  

 
MISHNA 

• Q: Where in Hallel does one shake the lulav? A: B”H say it is done at the beginning and end of “Hodu LaShem”, 
and at “Ana Hashem Hoshiya Na”. B”S say it is also done at “Ana Hashem Hatzlicha Na”. 

• R’ Akiva said, I watched R’ Gamliel and R’ Yehoshua, and saw that although the rest of the people shook the 
lulav like B”S said, they only did so at “Ana Hashem Hoshiya Na”, like B”H said. 

 
GEMARA 

• Q: When was the concept of shaking the lulav mentioned that the Mishna should go ahead and discuss where it 
is done? A: The earlier Mishna had said that a lulav must be tall enough to shake it. Based on that, the Mishna 
here asks when that is done.  

• A Mishna describes how the waving of the Shtei Halechem and the Kivsei Ha’Atzeres are done. They are waved 
out and in, and then up and down.  

o R’ Yochanan explained, they are waved out and in to symbolize that it is being done for Hashem, Who 
owns all four corners of the Earth. They are waved up and down to symbolize that it is being done for 
Hashem, Who owns the Heavens and the Earth. In Eretz Yisrael they taught that R’ Chama bar Ukva in 
the name of R’ Yose the son of R’ Chanina said, it is waived in and out to ward off bad winds. It is then 
waived up and down to ward off bad dew.  

▪ R’ Yose bar Avin said, we see from here that even the non-essential parts of a mitzvah hold off 
punishment, because the waving is not essential and yet it wards off bad winds and bad dew.  

o Rava said, the same waving process is done to the lulav as well.  
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▪ R’ Acha bar Yaakov would waive the lulav out and in, and would say, “this is an arrow in the eye 
of the Satan”. 

• The Gemara says that one should not say this, because it will incite the Satan to cause 
him to do aveiros. 

 


